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ABSTRACT
The relationships between synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates and between synonymous

rate and codon usage bias are important to our understanding of the roles of mutation and selection in
the evolution of Drosophila genes. Previous studies used approximate estimation methods that ignore
codon bias. In this study we reexamine those relationships using maximum-likelihood methods to estimate
substitution rates, which accommodate the transition/transversion rate bias and codon usage bias. We
compiled a sample of homologous DNA sequences at 83 nuclear loci from Drosophila melanogaster and at
least one other species of Drosophila. Our analysis was consistent with previous studies in finding that
synonymous rates were positively correlated with nonsynonymous rates. Our analysis differed from previous
studies, however, in that synonymous rates were unrelated to codon bias. We therefore conducted a
simulation study to investigate the differences between approaches. The results suggested that failure to
properly account for multiple substitutions at the same site and for biased codon usage by approximate
methods can lead to an artifactual correlation between synonymous rate and codon bias. Implications of
the results for translational selection are discussed.

SYNONYMOUS substitutions do not affect the amino are consistent with greater selective pressure on the
acid sequence of a protein, yet in some species of silent sites of genes with high codon bias. Finally, codon

Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans, Arabidopsis, yeast, bias has been found to be lower in regions of low recom-
and enterobacteria, synonymous substitutions appear to bination (Kliman and Hey 1994; Comeron et al. 1999).
be influenced by natural selection (Grosjean and Fiers This is expected if codon bias is maintained by selection,
1982; Sharp et al. 1986; Sharp and Li 1987; Shields et because in regions of low recombination the efficacy of
al. 1988; Duret and Mouchiroud 1999). In Drosoph- selection is reduced due to linkage disequilibrium with
ila, synonymous codon usage is highly biased toward other selected sites (Hill and Robertson 1966).
codons ending with G or C (Shields et al. 1988; Powell Although selective enhancement of translation ap-
and Moriyama 1997; but see Rodrı́guez-Trelles et pears to be the primary source of codon bias in Drosoph-
al. 1999), and there is evidence that selection favors ila, it is less clear which of several mechanisms are op-
substitutions to the preferred synonymous codons and erating. Translation could be enhanced by increasing
limits substitutions to unpreferred synonymous codons the rate of elongation, reducing the cost of proofread-
(Akashi 1994, 1995, 1997). The exact causes of selection ing, increasing the accuracy of translation, or by any
at synonymous sites, however, are less clear. combination of those mechanisms (e.g., Akashi and

Selection for preferred codon usage in Drosophila Eyre-Walker 1998). The majority of evidence supports
has been suggested to enhance protein translation. Se- the hypothesis that selection is acting to increase transla-
lective enhancement of translation is supported by the tional accuracy. Preferred codon usage is related to
observation that the most frequent synonymous codons functional constraints, with the most conserved genes
tend to match the most abundant tRNAs (Shields et and most functionally important amino acid sites exhib-
al. 1988; Moriyama and Powell 1997b). In addition, iting the most biased codon usage (Akashi 1994). Fur-
a perceived negative correlation between silent diver- thermore, the synonymous substitution rate is perceived
gence and codon bias (Shields et al. 1988; Sharp and to be positively correlated with the nonsynonymous rate
Li 1989; Moriyama and Hartl 1993; Powell and

(Comeron and Kreitman 1998). These patterns indi-
Moriyama 1997) and a strong correlation between gene

cate that synonymous substitutions are not independentexpression and codon bias (Shields et al. 1988; Powell
of selective constraints acting on the amino acid compo-and Moriyama 1997; Duret and Mouchiroud 1999)
sition of the protein. However, some data are inconsis-
tent with the translational accuracy hypothesis. Codon
usage bias is lower in longer genes (Comeron et al.
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sets of genes were analyzed in a pairwise fashion, i.e., D. melano-because the cost of proofreading is higher. In addition,
gaster vs. D. virilis (DmDv; 39 genes), D. melanogaster vs. D.codon bias increases within the first few hundred codons
pseudoobscura (DmDp; 35 genes), and D. melanogaster vs. D.

and then declines along Drosophila genes (Kliman and simulans (DmDsim; 24 genes).
Eyre-Walker 1998). Hence the presence of additional Biased patterns of sequence evolution: G 1 C content at

third codon positions (GC3) and codon usage bias, measuredselection pressures on codon bias, possibly to enhance
by the effective number of codons (ENC; Wright 1990), weretranslational efficiency (Comeron et al. 1999) or to
computed for each gene, using the program Codon W of J.maintain mRNA secondary structure (e.g., Kirby et al.
Penden. The assumption of homogeneous nucleotide fre-

1995), cannot be discounted. quencies among Drosophila species was tested using a chi-
Substitution rates in Drosophila genes contain impor- square test of a contingency table of nucleotide counts.

Estimation of the numbers of synonymous (dS) and nonsyn-tant information about the effectiveness of selection.
onymous (dN) substitutions per site: Lineage-specific estimatesThe relationship of synonymous substitution rate to co-
of dS and dN were obtained from phylogenetic analyses of threedon bias, to nonsynonymous rate, and to location within
species (DmDpDsub and DmDsimDy) using the ML method

a gene tells us something about the nature of selection (Yang and Nielsen 1998). The assumption of a homogeneous
(e.g., Kliman and Eyre-Walker 1998). Previous studies dN/dS ratio among lineages was tested in both datasets by

comparing two models. Model 0 assumed the same ratio forof substitution rates employed approximate methods
all three lineages of Drosophila, whereas model 1 allowedthat neglect the effects of codon bias and apply ad hoc
an independent dN/dS ratio for every lineage. Both modelscorrections for multiple substitutions. Recent studies
account for transition/transversion bias (k) and unequal co-

suggest that approximate methods can lead to seriously don frequencies, which were determined using the empirical
biased estimates of synonymous and nonsynonymous nucleotide frequencies at the three codon positions (F3 3 4

model; Yang 1999). Twice the log-likelihood difference be-substitution rates when codon usage is biased (Ina 1995;
tween models 0 and 1 was compared with a x2 distributionYang and Nielsen 1998, 2000; Bielawski et al. 2000).
with d.f. 5 (3 2 1) 5 2.An alternative is to use maximum likelihood (ML).

Parameters dS and dN were estimated pairwise by ML for
The ML method is based on a Markov process model genes in the DmDv, DmDp, and DmDsim datasets (Goldman
of codon substitution, which describes the changes and Yang 1994). For comparison, we estimated dS and dN using

two approximate methods: that of Nei and Gojobori (1986),between the sense codons in the genetic code and
referred to as NG, and that of Comeron (1995); the primaryaccounts for the transition/transversion rate ratio k,
difference between them is that the method of Comerondifferent equilibrium codon frequencies, and the non-
(1995) corrects for transition/transversion rate bias while NG

synonymous/synonymous substitution rate ratio v. Esti- does not. The PAML package (Yang 1999) was used to imple-
mates of dS and dN are calculated according to their ment NG and ML, while Comeron’s program, K-Estimator

5.2, was used for Comeron’s (1995) method.definitions from the maximum-likelihood estimates of
Computer simulations: To understand the differences be-model parameters (such as sequence divergence, k, and

tween methods, we simulated pairs of codon sequences usingv). The probability theory corrects for unequal codon
the evolver program of the PAML package (Yang 1999).

usage and for multiple substitutions in a straightforward Model parameters used were transition/transversion rate ratio
manner. See Goldman and Yang (1994) and Yang and (k), dN/dS ratio (v), codon frequencies (pj), and sequence

divergence (t). The k value was set to one, and v was theNielsen (1998, 2000) for details.
average from genes examined (v 5 0.06). We used the empiri-The purpose of this study was to use ML methods to
cally estimated codon frequencies from eight Drosophilaestimate substitution rates in Drosophila nuclear genes
genes with different ENC values: 53.4 from sc ; 49.1 from ade3;

to investigate the relationship of synonymous rate to 41.2 from v; 44.7 from Gld; 38 from Gad1; 33.7 from Mlc1;
nonsynonymous rate and to codon usage bias. We com- 32.3 from Adh; and 28.3 from Amy-p. Each set of codon fre-

quencies was evaluated at a sequence divergence (t; measuredpiled a sample of 83 loci with homologous DNA se-
by the expected number of nucleotide substitutions per co-quences from Drosophila melanogaster and at least one
don) set to 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8. Values of tother species of Drosophila. Our analyses suggested a
represent the range observed in the sampled Drosophila

very different relationship between synonymous rate genes. In total, 56 pairs of sequences were simulated, each 1
and codon usage bias as compared with all previous million codons in length. dS and dN were estimated for each

pair of sequences using both ML and NG methods. Thestudies. A simulation study was thus conducted to investi-
method of Comeron (1995) was employed for a few parametergate the source of this difference.
combinations only to examine the effect of transition/trans-
version rate bias.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequence data: Sequence data consist of 83 genes from RESULTS
D. melanogaster and at least one of the following species: D.

Nucleotide (codon) frequencies in Drosophila nu-pseudoobscura, D. subobscura, D. simulans, D. yakuba, and D. vir-
ilis. A list of these genes and their accession numbers is pro- clear genes: GC3 varied substantially among the 83
vided in the appendix. Some analyses were performed on a genes, ranging from 28 to 93%. This variation was char-
phylogeny of three species. Such an approach was possible acteristic of each dataset (DmDpDsub, 44–90%;for D. melanogaster, D. pseudoobscura, and D. subobscura

DmDsimDy, 52–93%; DmDp, 36–90%; DmDv, 45–88%;(DmDpDsub) for 20 genes and for D. melanogaster, D. simulans,
and D. yakuba (DmDsimDy) for 11 genes. Alternatively, larger and DmDsim, 28–91%). Chi-square tests suggested sig-
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TABLE 1

Estimation of numbers of synonymous (dS) and nonsynonymous substitutions (dN) per site
for each gene in the three-species datasets

dS dN

Genes k v0 2D, Lineage 1 Lineage 2 Lineage 3 Lineage 1 Lineage 2 Lineage 3

DmDpDsub
Adh 1.39 0.0372 1.96 0.8512 0.2154 0.2816 0.0316 0.0080 0.0105
Adhr 1.43 0.0328 8.90* 1.5537 0.2061 0.1727 0.0337 0.0043 0.0157
Aprt 1.93 0.0526 0.10 1.2944 0.1629 0.2489 0.0681 0.0086 0.0131
ATPsyn b 1.89 0.0038 1.92 1.2969 0.1034 0.0994 0.0050 0.0004 0.0004
bcd 1.08 0.073 0.68 1.1001 0.0617 0.0939 0.0803 0.0045 0.0068
Cpy1 1.97 0.0237 0.54 0.8497 0.0911 0.0636 0.0202 0.0022 0.0015
Eno 1.99 0.0481 5.60 0.705 0.0944 0.0771 0.0339 0.0045 0.0037
Gad1 1.50 0.0136 0.86 0.9532 0.1933 0.1702 0.013 0.0026 0.0023
Gapdh2 1.97 0.0075 6.47* 1.6783 0.3632 0 0.0137 0 0.0015
Gld 1.37 0.0263 1.69 1.536 0.1869 0.1514 0.0404 0.0049 0.004
Gpdh 3.24 0.010 5.47 0.9283 0.1456 0.1031 0.0093 0.0015 0.001
Mlc1 0.90 0.0254 4.55 0.2602 0.0389 0.1289 0.0066 0.001 0.0033
ninaE 2.50 0.0194 2.40 0.5549 0.25 0.1486 0.0108 0.0049 0.0029
RpL32 5.14 0.0114 1.21 0.9485 0.0318 0.1548 0.0109 0.0004 0.0018
RpII215 2.19 0.0098 6.54* 1.2292 0.1939 0.1836 0.0142 0.0006 0.0012
ry 1.45 0.0317 3.25 1.5858 0.3762 0.3600 0.0503 0.0119 0.0114
sesB 1.55 0.0722 3.40 0.3327 0.0663 0.0625 0.0204 0.0048 0.0045
Sod 2.24 0.0293 2.68 2.1313 0.3591 0 0.0625 0.0105 0
Tpi 2.17 0.0173 3.63 1.8377 0.4563 0.1939 0.0318 0.0079 0.0034
Uro 1.31 0.0396 0.40 1.3219 0.3203 0.4429 0.0523 0.0127 0.0175

DmDsimDy
ac 1.72 0.153 7.26* 0.0406 0.0747 0.1587 0.0088 0 0.0338
Adh 1.45 0.057 0.46 0.0467 0.0287 0.2079 0.0026 0.0016 0.0118
Amy-p 2.22 0.036 2.31 0.1928 0.0565 0.1956 0.0069 0.0020 0.007
GstD1 3.01 0.057 11.28* 0.0877 0.0134 0.0641 0.0059 0.1797 0
l(1)sc 1.63 0.060 4.74 0.0380 0.0245 0.2814 0.0023 0.0015 0.0168
nullo 1.97 0.093 4.37 0.0735 0.0871 0.6073 0.0068 0.0081 0.0562
per 3.17 0.026 10.55* 0.1363 0.0014 0.1219 0 0.5328 0.0198
Pgi 3.87 0.024 2.97 0.0559 0.0292 0.2554 0.0014 0.0007 0.0062
sc 1.23 0.100 1.80 0.0754 0.0373 0.1875 0.0075 0.0037 0.0167
Sry-beta 2.70 0.088 0.20 0.1176 0.0179 0.1998 0.0103 0.0016 0.0175
Zw 2.51 0.061 1.87 0.0726 0.1712 0.2004 0.0044 0.0104 0.0122

Gene symbols are from FlyBase (1999). DmDpDsub refers to the Drosophila melanogaster, D. pseudoobscura, D. subobscura dataset,
and lineage 1, lineage 2, and lineage 3 indicate the first, second, and third species of this dataset, respectively. DmDsimDy refers
to the D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. yakuba dataset and lineage 1, lineage 2, and lineage 3 indicate the first, second, and third
species of the dataset, respectively. Model 0 assumed one dN/dS ratio for all branches and model 1 assumed brach-specific dN/
dS ratios. 2D, is twice the difference in log-likelihood scores for models 0 and 1. Values of dS and dN were those obtained from
the best-fit model (model 0 or model 1). *, a significant difference between the two models.

nificant heterogeneity in nucleotide composition eages. For example, genes with homogeneous nucleo-
tide composition among lineages exhibited both highlyamong lineages for 4 of 20 genes in DmDpDsub

(Gapdh2, Gpdh, RpII215, and ry), 8 of 35 genes in DmDp biased (e.g., gene Eno, ENC 5 28.6) and unbiased (e.g.,
gene ac, ENC 5 56.1) codon usage.[Gapdh2, Gpdh, l(2)gl, Rh2, RpII215, ry, Tl, and Ubx], and

11 of 39 genes in DmDv [Adh, Amy-p, Cdc37, fu, gbb, Lineage-specific patterns of synonymous and nonsyn-
onymous substitution: ML estimation of dN and dS wasGpdh, Kr, l(2)tid, lama, nos, and Sry-beta].

Consistent with patterns of nucleotide bias, codon carried out for each gene in the DmDpDsub and
DmDsimDy datasets (Table 1). Constancy of nonsynony-usage varied greatly among genes; the ENC values

ranged from extreme bias at 26.7 (GstD1) to no bias at mous/synonymous rate ratios (dN/dS) was tested, and
dN/dS ratios were largely homogeneous over lineages61 (sc). Each dataset exhibited substantial variation in

codon bias among genes (DmDpDsub, 27.3–59.8; (Table 1). Homogeneity was rejected in only 3 of the
20 genes in DmDpDsub and 3 of the 11 genes inDmDsimDy, 26.7–61; DmDp, 28.6–56.6; DmDv, 29.2–61;

and DmDsim, 26.7–61). Codon bias was not related to DmDsimDy. This trend differs from that observed in
mammals, where over half of genes surveyed exhibitedheterogeneity in nucleotide composition among lin-
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al. 1988; Sharp and Li 1989; Moriyama and Hartl
1993; Powell and Moriyama 1997). Previous studies,
however, also differ from ours in using approximate
estimation methods, which ignore codon usage bias.
Furthermore, in this study we estimated dS per lineage
rather than between pairs of sequences. In the next
section, we explore what factors may be responsible for
this conflict.

Reconciling differences between ML and approxi-
mate methods: Models employed in ML estimation of
substitution rates explicitly assumed that nucleotide/
codon frequencies were at equilibrium (Goldman and
Yang 1994). To see whether violation of this assumption
influenced our correlation analysis, we reevaluated the
relationship between dS and ENC using only stationary
genes. To keep more genes in the dataset and to facili-
tate direct comparison with approximate methods, we
apply the ML method to two-taxa datasets. This pairwise
ML analysis led to the same conclusion as the phylogeny-
based ML analyses; i.e., synonymous rates were indepen-

Figure 1.—The relationship between dN and dS (a) and dent of codon bias (Figure 2). However, when eitherbetween dS and ENC (b) for Drosophila pseudoobscura. Estimates
NG or Comeron’s (1995) method was used, dS was nega-of dS and dN were obtained from lineage-specific analyses.
tively correlated with ENC for both the DmDv (NG, r 2 5
0.5036, P ! 0.0001; Comeron, r 2 5 0.4615, P 5 0.0001)
and DmDp (NG, r 2 5 0.6754, P ! 0.0001; Comeron,significant variation in selective constraints among lin-

eages (Yang and Nielsen 1998; Bielawski et al. 2000). r 2 5 0.6127, P ! 0.0001) datasets (Figure 2), a result
consistent with previous studies (Sharp and Li 1989;Genes exhibiting high synonymous or nonsynony-

mous rates in one lineage tended to exhibit high rates Comeron and Aguadé 1996; Powell and Moriyama
1997). However, in the DmDsim dataset, the approxi-in other lineages as well. For example, the coefficient

of determination (r 2) of dS estimates between Dm and mate methods lead to the same conclusion as the ML
method; dS was independent of ENC (NG, r 2 5 0.0995,Dp is r 2 5 0.5098 (P 5 0.0004), and the coefficient of

determination of dN is r 2 5 0.5005 (P 5 0.0005). Similar P 5 0.1332; Comeron, r 2 5 0.0583, P 5 0.2557; Figure
2). Because results were similar for the two approximatepatterns were reported for mammalian genes (Bulmer

et al. 1991; Mouchiroud et al. 1995). Substantial varia- methods, only results for NG are presented in Figure
2. On the basis of these results we conclude that thetion in dN/dS was found among genes, as they are under

very different selective constraints (Table 1). conflict between approximate methods and ML cannot
be attributed to use of a pairwise approach, the sampleThe relationship between synonymous and nonsynon-

ymous substitution rates was evaluated by linear correla- of genes, or nonstationarity of nucleotide frequencies.
To examine the effect of transition/transversion biastion using rate estimates of Table 1 for five species.

Estimates of dS were positively correlated with dN in every and codon bias on estimation of dS, we changed parame-
ters of the codon model to reanalyze the two-taxa data-lineage (Dp, r 2 5 0.4643, P 5 0.0009; Dsub, r 2 5 0.7312,

P ! 0.0001; Dsim, r 2 5 0.5722, P 5 0.0071; Dy, r 2 5 sets by ML. The effect of ignoring transition/transver-
sion bias was evaluated by setting k 5 1, but allowing for0.3945, P 5 0.0385; Dm, r 2 5 0.4587, P ! 0.0001). The

plot for D. pseudoobscura is presented as an example biased codon usage. Results obtained using this codon
model did not differ from those obtained using the full(Figure 1a). These results are consistent with a previous

analysis of substitution rates in Drosophila (Comeron codon model; i.e., there was no significant relationship
between dS and ENC for DmDv (r 2 5 0.140, P 5 0.060)and Kreitman 1998). However, this study represents a

wider sample of Drosophila species and the correlations and DmDp (r 2 5 0.051, P 5 0.256). The effect of ignor-
ing codon bias was evaluated by assuming equal codonreported here are stronger than previously reported.

Synonymous substitution rates were independent of frequencies, but allowing for transition/transversion
bias. This codon model produced results different fromcodon bias, as evaluated by linear regression of dS and

ENC, in every lineage (Dp, r 2 5 0.0004, P 5 0.7911; those obtained previously and matched the approxi-
mate methods, with a significant correlation between dSDsub, r 2 5 0.0138, P 5 0.6218; Dsim, r 2 5 0.151, P 5

0.2376; Dy, r 2 5 0.0045, P 5 0.8446; Dm, r 2 5 0.0079, and ENC in DmDv (r 2 5 0.435, P 5 0.0005) and DmDp
(r 2 5 0.6281, P ! 0.0001). These findings suggest thatP 5 0.6405). The plot for D. pseudoobscura is presented

as an example (Figure 1b). All previous analyses differ the different treatment of codon bias was responsible
for the conflict between ML and approximate methodsfrom ours in suggesting synonymous substitution rates

are negatively correlated with codon bias (Shields et in the relationship between dS and ENC.
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Figure 2.—The relationship
between pairwise estimates of dS

and mean ENC (a–f). Pairwise es-
timates of dS were computed using
both ML (Goldman and Yang
1994) and NG (Nei and Gojobori
1986). DmDv indicates pairwise
comparisons between D. melano-
gaster and D. virilis; DmDp, pair-
wise comparisons between D. mela-
nogaster and D. pseudoobscura; and
DmDsim, pairwise comparisons
between D. melanogaster and D. sim-
ulans.

However, in one pairwise comparison (DmDsim), ap- to the combined effects of sequence divergence and
codon usage bias.proximate and ML methods were in agreement, yet

codon usage in this dataset (mean ENC 5 43) was just Simulation studies: Simulations were performed to
evaluate the hypothesis that improper treatment of bothas biased as in the other two sets of genes (DmDv, mean

ENC 5 44; DmDp, mean ENC 5 41) where approximate divergent sequences and codon usage bias by approxi-
mate methods could have led to a significant positiveand ML methods differed. Hence, there must have been

an additional factor. In both the DmDv and DmDp correlation between dS and ENC when, in reality, they
were independent. Codon sequences were simulateddatasets, where approximate methods produced a posi-

tive relationship between dS and ENC, uncorrected per- under values of t chosen to reflect the range exhibited
among Drosophila genes, and codon frequencies werecent sequence divergences (p) were very large (DmDv,

mean p 5 21.6 6 6.0%; DmDp, mean p 5 16.3 6 5.8%). modeled after observed frequencies of Drosophila
genes (see materials and methods). Simulated codonIn the DmDsim dataset, where dS was independent of

ENC, divergences were very low (mean p 5 3.2 6 1.4%). sequences were analyzed using both NG and ML (F3 3
4), and these results were compared with the true valuesThis pattern suggested a possible “saturation” effect.

Consequently, we hypothesized that differences be- employed in the simulation (Figure 3).
Both sequence divergence and codon bias had antween approximate and ML methods might be related
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Figure 3.—Estimates of dS in simulated data by NG (s) and ML (F3 3 4; n) plotted against sequence divergence t (the
expected number of nucleotide substitutions per codon). Data for a pair of sequences, each of 1 million codons, were simulated
for different codon bias measured by ENC.

effect on estimates of dS (Figure 3). Only at low sequence extreme codon bias, this model was acceptable over a
wide range of codon biases and consistently outper-divergences (t , 1.6) and relatively unbiased codon

usage (ENC 5 53) did both NG and ML (F3 3 4) formed the NG method.
Plots of dS (Figure 3) are reminiscent of the “satura-produce unbiased estimation of dS. With one exception

(Figure 3a), dS was underestimated by both methods tion effect” on plots of uncorrected sequence diver-
gence. For dS, however, the “ceiling” appears to be re-with increasing levels of sequence divergence (Figure

3, b–h), and the NG method involved a much more lated to levels of codon usage bias; the effect is relatively
minor when codon usage is unbiased and extreme whenserious estimation bias than ML. Because equilibrium

codon frequencies obtained using the F3 3 4 model codon usage is highly biased (Figure 3). For example,
in the most extreme case of codon bias (ENC 5 28),(9 frequency parameters) do not perfectly match the

empirical Drosophila frequencies, some degree of error the estimate of dS obtained using the NG method peaked
at 0.5 (t . 0.8), although true values of dS range fromwas expected for ML. Use of the more parameter-rich

model (60 frequency parameters) produced estimates 0.95 when t 5 0.4 to 6.6 when t 5 2.8. The only exception
to the general pattern occurred when codon usage wasof dS essentially identical to the true values (data not

shown). Differences between the analysis of real data relatively unbiased (Figure 3a). In this case, when 1.2 ,
t , 2.0, NG overestimated rather than underestimatedusing the NG and ML (F3 3 4) methods are consistent

with differences observed in our simulation study; i.e., dS, and when t . 2.0 the method yielded invalid esti-
mates of dS. Interestingly, Muse (1996) suggested thatML estimates of dS were larger than estimates obtained

using NG. These simulations further suggested that the even when there is no codon usage bias, ad hoc correc-
tions for multiple substitutions applied in the approxi-ML (F3 3 4) estimates of dS for Drosophila genes are,

themselves, likely to be underestimates of the true val- mate methods could introduce substantial bias.
The dramatic effect of codon usage bias on estimationues. Although the F3 3 4 model is biased in cases of
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The ML method (not plotted) indicated no correlation
between dS and ENC (r 2 5 0.00006, P 5 0.95). The
pattern seen in the simulated data is consistent with that
in the real data. This is most clear when NG estimates of
dS from the real data (DmDp, Figure 2d) were super-
imposed onto the approximate estimates from the sim-
ulations (Figure 4b). These data suggest that the sig-
nificantly positive correlation between dS and ENC
indicated by the approximate methods is an artifact
of these methods’ failure to properly account for the
combined effects of codon bias and sequence diver-
gence.

DISCUSSION

Codon usage in Drosophila varies considerably be-
tween genes and does not appear random. Highly con-
served genes, and functionally important sites, exhibit
highly biased synonymous codon usage (Akashi 1994).
Akashi (1994) theorized that these patterns resulted
from a balance between selection for translational accu-
racy, mutation, and drift in finite populations. On the
basis of this model, he predicted that synonymous substi-
tution rates should be positively correlated with nonsyn-
onymous substitution rates. However, he did not find a
significant correlation. More recently, Comeron and

Figure 4.—(a) Approximate estimates of dS by NG obtained
Kreitman (1998) reported that when data from threein the simulation (Figure 3) plotted against ENC. Multiple
species of Drosophila are combined, synonymous ratesestimates of dS for each ENC correspond to the seven values

of t. Note the true dS is independent of ENC, but a positive are positively correlated with nonsynonymous substitu-
correlation is suggested by NG. (b) The same data as in a but tion rates. Our findings confirm those of Comeron and
with NG estimates from the pairwise comparisons between Kreitman (1998) and further indicate that this correla-
Drosophila melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura superimposed (s).

tion is a feature of all five species of Drosophila. In
addition, our analysis implies that the correlation be-
tween synonymous and nonsynonymous rates is strongerof dS is caused mainly by its effect on counting of synony-

mous (S) and nonsynonymous (N) sites. When codon than previously thought, suggesting that synonymous
substitution rates in these Drosophila species are notusage is biased but ignored (Figure 3, b–h), the number

of synonymous sites (S) was overestimated, leading to independent of selective constraints acting at the amino
acid level. Consistent with patterns of codon usagean underestimation of dS. For example, in the most

extreme case (ENC 5 28, t 5 2.8), most codons end (Akashi 1994), these data support the hypothesis that
codon bias in Drosophila is influenced by selection forwith C or G and most changes at the third position are

transversions between C and G, which are more likely translational accuracy.
However, our findings differ from all previous studiesto be nonsynonymous than random changes between

nucleotides. As a result, the proportion of synonymous (Shields et al. 1988; Sharp and Li 1989; Moriyama
and Gojobori 1992; Moriyama and Hartl 1993; Car-sites is as low as S 5 8.53%. The NG method assumes

unbiased codon usage or equal rates of change between ulli et al. 1993; Powell and Moriyama 1997) in sug-
gesting that synonymous substitution rates are not corre-nucleotides and expects more frequent transitional or

synonymous changes, giving S 5 23.6%, with almost a lated with codon bias. Through ML analysis under
different models as well as computer simulation, wefourfold difference. When there is little codon bias

(ENC 5 53), NG reliably estimated S (NG, S 5 23.4%; show that previous reports of a significant correlation
between dS and ENC might be an artifact of inadequatetrue value, S 5 23.3%). Thus the underestimation of dS

by NG is more serious for more extreme codon bias correction for the combined effects of saturation and
biased codon usage. However, Powell and Moriyama(Figure 3). In Figure 4a, the NG estimates of dS corre-

sponding to different sequence divergences (t) from (1997) suggested that artifacts of inadequate correction
for codon bias could not be responsible for a correlationthe simulation (Figure 3) were plotted against ENC.

Although dS and ENC are independent, NG incorrectly between dS and ENC because in their study they em-
ployed a method (Moriyama and Powell 1997a) thatindicated a positive correlation, due to the underestima-

tion of dS at high divergences and extreme codon bias. was claimed to correct for codon bias. However, this
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method corrects for base composition bias only when
correcting for multiple substitutions and assumed unbi-
ased codon usage in the important steps of counting
sites and differences (Yang and Nielsen 2000). Because
the major source of bias in dS and dN arises from biased
estimates of S and N (Yang and Nielsen 2000; see also
above), the method of Moriyama and Powell (1997a)
does not correct effectively for codon usage bias.

The effect of saturation is still evident in the analysis
of Powell and Moriyama (1997). They observed a very
strong correlation between dS and codon usage bias
in distantly related species pairs, but a much weaker
correlation in a more recently diverged pair of species,
D. melanogaster and D. simulans. Powell and Moriyama
(1997) dismissed the weak correlation as an effect of
sampling errors at small sequence divergences and pos-
sible shared polymorphisms. Our simulation study sug-
gests an opposite conclusion: that is, the weak correla-
tion is closer to the true relationship, while the strong
correlation is an artifact; i.e., because D. melanogaster
and D. simulans have a more recent divergence, this
species pair provided the least biased estimate of the
relationship between dS and codon bias when approxi-
mate methods are used.

Our analysis suggests that the discrepancy between
approximate and ML methods was caused mainly by
codon usage bias and not by the transition/transversion
bias (see also Yang and Nielsen 1998, 2000; Bielawski
et al. 2000). The approximate methods of Nei and Gojo-
bori (1986) and Comeron (1995) led to the same con-
clusion. The ML method both with and without account-
ing for the transition/transversion bias led to the same
conclusion, which is different from that of the approxi-
mate methods. To test this notion further, a small simu-
lation study was conducted using the method of Com-
eron (1995), which corrects for transition/transversion
bias. The transition/transversion ratio was fixed at k 5

Figure 5.—Estimates of dS in simulated data by NG (s),2, and three levels of codon bias (ENC 5 49, 38, and
ML (F3 3 4; n), and Comeron (1995) (3) plotted against28.31) were used. Simulated sequences comprised only sequence divergence t (the expected number of nucleotide

30,000 codons as the program of Comeron did not substitutions per codon). (h) Real values of dS. Data for a
handle very long sequences. Results, shown in Figure pair of sequences, each of 30,000 codons, were simulated

under k 5 2 and three different levels of codon bias (a–c).5, indicate that simply accounting for the transition/
transversion bias (i.e., the method of Comeron 1995)
does not reduce the bias in estimates of synonymous

curacy in Drosophila, our finding of lack of correlationsubstitution rates. In fact, at moderate codon bias
between synonymous rate and codon usage bias is puz-(ENC 5 49), NG is closer to the real value of dS than
zling. Models of translational selection predict that se-the method of Comeron (1995). This is because the bias
lection against substitutions to unpreferred codons atintroduced by ignoring codon usage is in the opposite
functionally important amino acid sites will result in adirection to that produced by ignoring the transition/
positive correlation between dS and ENC (Shields et al.transversion ratio, and the two biases partially cancel
1988; Sharp and Li 1989; Moriyama and Hartl 1993;out in NG. This pattern was discussed by Yang and
Powell and Moriyama 1997). However, this predictionNielsen (2000). However, with greater codon bias (i.e.,
assumes that mutation pressure does not contribute toENC . 49), the effect of ignoring codon bias becomes
codon bias. Kliman and Hey (1994) found a correlationmuch larger than ignoring transition bias, hence both
between base composition of third codon positions andNG and Comeron’s (1995) methods yield nearly identi-
introns, and they suggested that at least 10% of variationcal estimates of dS.

Given the evidence for selection for translational ac- in codon bias can be explained by mutation pressure.
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APPENDIX

Drosophila genes and accession numbers

Drosophila
Genes melanogaster D. pseudoobscura D. subobscura D. simulans D. yakuba D. virilis

ac M17120 X62400 AB005751
Acp26Ab X70888 X70899
Act88F M18826 M87274
ade3 X06286 X06285
Adh X78384 X62181 M55545 X00607 X54120 U26846
Adhr X78384 Y00602 M55545
Amy-p L22721 X76241 D17734 D17738 U02029
Amyrel U69607 U82556
Aprt M18432 L06281 AF025800
ATPsyn-b X71013 AF025802 AF025801 X86017
bcd X07870 X55735 X78058
boss L08133 L08132
bw L23543 L37035
Cdc37 L32839 L37055
Cpy1 M62398 AF025803 AF025804
csw M94730 U22356
Cyt-b5 X15008 U12418
Ddx1 U34773 U34779
dpp U63857 U63856 U63854
e(r) L36921 U66868
elav M21152 M61748
en M10017 X04727
Eno X17034 AF025805 AF025806
Est-6 M33780 L10670
Est-P M33780 M55907
exu S72363 L22554
fu X80468 U20586
Gad1 X76198 AF025807 AF025808
Gapdh2 M11255 AF025809 AF025810
gbb M84795 U48595
gl X15400 U39746
Gld M29298 M29299 AF025811 U63324
Gpdh X67650 U47885 U47872 AF085163 D10697
GstD1 X14233 M84577 M84580
h X15904 M87885
hb Y00274 X15359
His1 X04073 L76558
Hsp83 X03810 X03812 X03813
kni X13331 L36177
Kr X03414 U49856

(continued)
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APPENDIX

(Continued)

Drosophila
Genes melanogaster D. pseudoobscura D. subobscura D. simulans D. yakuba D. virilis

ksr U43583 U43584
l(1)sc X71806 AB005802 AB005800
l(2)gl M17022 X73259
l(2)tid X95241 Y07700
lama U57314 U57315
mam X54251 M92914
Mlc1 M10125 L08052 AF025812 L08051 L08053
ninaE K02315 X65877 AF025813
nos M72421 U24695
nullo X65444 U44733 U44732
osk M63492 L22556
Pcp X06286 X06285
pdm2 M93149 U14723
per AF033029 L07829 X61127
Pgd M80598 U02288
Pgi L27555 L27552 L27673
ref(2)P X16993 U23930
Rh2 M12896 X65878
Rh3 M17718 X65879
Rh4 AH001040 X65880-1 M77281
RpII215 M27431 Y18876 Y18879
RpL32 Y13939 S59382 M21333
run X56432 U22357 U22358
ry Y00307 M33977 Y08237
sala X57474 M21227
sc M17119 AB005801 AB005799
sesB S43651 AF025798 AF025799
sina M38384 M77282
Sod M24421 U47871 U47888 X15685 X13831
Sry-alpha X03121 U64718 U64719
Sry-beta X03121 AF084637
su(Hw) Y00228 Z25520
Su(var) M57574 M88753
Tl M19969 L25390
Tpi X57576 AF025814 AF025815
tra M17478 X66930
Ubx U31961 X05179
Uro X51940 X57113 AF025816
v M34147 U23204
w X51749 U64875
Yp1 V00248 U52124
z Y00049 M76700
Zw L13880 L13894 U42750

Abbreviations for genes follow FlyBase (1999).


